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arnheims theory of the cognitive process is especially interesting because it is largely based on empirical evidence. his theory has been widely discussed and challenged, and much has been discovered in the areas of perception, understanding and cognition. this approach, which is often called 'cognitive film theory', is
based on the assumption that film images are processed through the medium of the brain. hence, perception is the result of the brain being stimulated by a film image. the brain interprets the stimulus and makes inferences about the world. as a result, the audience has an understanding of the film. the understanding
depends on the narrative and the music in the film. it is reasonable to assume that the understanding is based on the cognitive processing of the film image, and it is this aspect of the theory that arnheim explained in his book. in his book, arnheim claimed that film perception is best viewed as an interactive process
between the viewer and the film. what the viewer perceives is dependent on the film images, but the perception is also influenced by the viewer and the film. the filmmaker can, for example, organise the images in the film to help viewers perceive a certain meaning. in arnheims words, the filmmaker can'shape' the
perception of the film to help the audience to understand the meaning of the film. this claim is based on empirical research and the demonstration of the way in which people use schemas, sequences of events, to understand film (arnheim, 1974, p. 246). gibsons theory of perceptual schema''s was part of the gestalt

tradition. in his 1995 book he introduced a model of scene perception that resembled arnheims complexed view, but according to gibson, cognition does not involve concepts or thoughts, but rather perceptual structures that organise incoming data into specific representations. while the perceptual structures are largely
unconscious, gibson proposed that are suggested to the conscious mind when the structure is needed. i have used his work and his concept of affordances to explain to what extent the spectator may be engaged by film, and to what extent it may rather seduce or entertain the spectator. affordances are patterns of events
in the film that suggest how physical objects and scenes in the real world are configured for us to interact with them. as such, they occur at a level of abstraction above the level of the single perceptual events, which are typically processed automatically, and suggest an architectural, psychological and social dimension of

the film experience. i have used gibson work to explain the aesthetic functions of film. he has recently emphasised how the critical potential of film is not restricted to the visual dimension, but also offers similar affordances in music, sounds, narrative and language.
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still, the field of film psychology has been advancing for more than four decades. the first book on the psychological study of film that had a wide influence was the psychology of the cinema by ernst l. freud and his son the psychiatrist, w. fliess (1926). it was in fact a reissue of the son book (1923). in it they coined the
terms 'cinematographic instinct' and 'cinematographic pleasure' respectively. this book was also a landmark for the later studies on film aesthetics. the first book on the aesthetics of film that had a wide influence was der stil in der kunst (1923) by kurt koffka, the founder of gestalt psychology. the latter book was also a
milestone for the scholarship on film aesthetics: the chapter on the formal conditions of the filmic image by koffka influenced heinrich mann s the magic mountain book and gave rise to the idea that the formal conditions of filmic images and the aesthetic response of the film spectator are the same. the first book on film

aesthetics was theorie der komposition im film (1924) by rudolf arnheim. it was also a milestone for film aesthetics: arnheims book on film aesthetics influenced heinrich mann s der arzt von jerusalem and significantly influenced vladimir tatischna's early 20th-century film aesthetics. the first book on the psychology of film
spectatorship was the psychology of the film by h. v. munsterberg (1928). munsterbergs book also influenced film aesthetics. it contributed to an insight of film spectators as active perceivers, as deliberate viewers, and as active participants in their own emotional responses. munsterbergs book also confirmed the crucial
role of the imagination as the psychological locus of what arnheim later termed 'cinematographic instinct'. after several decades of not much growth, the field of film psychology has grown exponentially since the early 80s. arnheims seminal book film as art was published in 1974. it is the core of our understanding of film
aesthetics today and the foundation of this book. it is time to change the status of the psychological study of film from a pioneer to a mainstream. the psychology of film has, we hope, learned from its mistakes of the past decade and is now firmly established in the mainstream of psychology. it is time to move on to our

new goal: to understand, explain, and predict the film-psychology of the film spectator. 5ec8ef588b
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